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Class Topic: 
 
Day 05– Complete revision & practice session to get fluency in spoken 

English 

 

 
 

Introduction 

This Spoken English course improves your speaking skills and it also, 

enables you to converse effectively while solving quizzes.  

 
Points to cover: 

 

1. Learn daily used actions & its forms. 

2. Sentence formation with different types of grammar. 

3. Common dialogues for daily use. 

4. Conversation using previous rules in spoken English. 

5. Quiz based on the lesson. 
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Learning objective: To make students understand previous rules & way of 

getting fluency in Spoken English.  

 

                      और                         र       र                     

 
1. Overall revision & practice session to get fluency in spoken English. 

  

2. To make you learn frequently used dialogues with Hindi meaning. 

 

3.  To make students aware tricks to master the language. 

 

4. To help you learn other basic dialogues for daily conversation.
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Grammar you will learn: 

A brief revision & practice session along with frequently used new vocabulary. 

 
1. We will be discussing all previous rules to frame sentences in spoken 

English. 

2. We will also discuss most common new action verbs for daily 

conversations and its  form in spoken English. 

3. We will also learn grammar rules using short forms appropriately using 

rules. 

4. We will also discuss Do’s & Don’ts to be followed while framing 

sentences in present, past & future. 

 
 

List of commonly used action verbs 
 

 

List of daily Actions Hindi meaning I II III 

Have a shower 
    करना 

 Have had Had 

Make a plan             Make made Made 

Look for mobile               Look looked Looked 

Bargain              bargain bargained Bargained 

Operate the computer              operate operated Operated 

Withdraw support                  withdraw withdrew Withdrawn 

Complain             complain complained complained 

Sing lullaby           Sing sang Sung 

Hit the gym                Hit hit Hit 

Stand for justice 

               

     Stand stood Stood 
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no. English Hindi 

1 How much time do you practice? आ                  र     ? 

2 I practice for 1 hour.    1            र       

3 How much milk did you boil yesterday?    आ                      ? 

4 I boiled 2 liters milk.      2    र            

5 How many pens do you have? आ                    ? 

6 I have so many pens.   र            र          

7 How many laptops does he have?                         ? 

8 He has 5 laptops          5           

9 How often did you meet friends? आ                   र     ? 

10 I met friends 10 times    10   र               

 
  Sentence Hindi Meaning 
Present tense Do you wanna go?                      I 

Present tense I wanna go                   

Present tense I do not wanna meet him                             

Present tense Does he wanna fight?                      

Present tense He wants to fight?                   

Present tense He doesn't wanna fight                        

Past tense Did you wanna attend the party?                   र            

Past tense I wanted to attend the party.               र            

Past tense I did not wanna attend the party.               र                 

Past tense Did he wanna drive car?         र                

Past tense He wanted to drive car.      र                

Past tense He did not wanna drive car.      र                     

Future tense Will you wanna buy fruits?             र            

Future tense I will wanna buy fruits.         र            

Future tense I will not wanna buy fruits.         र                 
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  Sentence Hindi Meaning 
Present tense Do you need to go?    आ              र    ? 

Present tense I need to go                र     

Present tense I do not need to meet him                      र          

Present tense Does he need to fight?                  र    ? 

Present tense He needs to fight.               र     

Present tense He doesn't need to fight.               र          

Past tense Did you want to need the party?    आ                          आ        ? 

Past tense I needed to attend the party.              आ        र      

Past tense I did not need to attend the party.                              र           

Past tense Did he need to drive car? 
         र            र    ? 

Past tense He needed to drive car.       र            र      

Past tense He did not need to drive car.       र            र           

Future tense Will you need to buy fruits?    आ    फ   र        आ          ? 

Future tense I will need to buy fruits.      फ   र        आ            

Future tense I will not need to buy fruits.      फ   र          र             

 

About course 

Name: Basic English Spoken Course PART 5 – DAY 05 - Spoken English Class 

About the Instructor 
Tanvir Sir (MA in English) has been Imparting training for more than 10 years. He has 

trained more than 6 thousand students. He is  an assistant professor of English at 

Poornima University, Jaipur. Students have known him as a Spoken English trainer. He has 

made  learning as easy as ABC. 
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